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The study of mechanical properties of perpendicular to the grain research is important
regarding connections within mass paneling and other wood connections. Research on wood
properties perpendicular to grain and the effect of decay on this direction is needed. Brown-rot
fungi are a major contributor in having to replace or repair wooden members; therefore, the
objectives of this study were to study the effect brown-rot decay has on the mechanical
properties of perpendicular to the grain over different periods of exposure; and to evaluate the
efficacy of various methods on assessing decay on wood. The methods evaluated in this study
were mass loss (ML), moisture content (MC), density, time of flight, modulus of elasticity in
tension (ET) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS). In this study, low mean values of ML occurred
but due to fungal activity, MC of specimens were highly affected. Among all methods tested,
time of flight showed the highest significant correlations with ET and UTS. Neither initial or
final time of flight correlated with MC, concluding NDT was the most consistent method in
identifying early decay on mechanical properties of wood.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Wood is widely used as a construction material due to its properties. However, lack of
knowledge on wood biodegradation and preservation results in abundant waste of this resource.
Every year nearly one tenth of forest products are repaired or replaced due to decay caused by
biological agents (Goodell et al., 2003; Ribera et al., 2020).
The understanding of wood properties promotes more efficient application of this
material and encourages advances in wood science, technology and its industry. The key to
utilizing wood is to remember three characteristics of wood: biological, hygroscopic and
anisotropic; these make wood a heterogeneous material.
Wood is biological material because of its cellular composition of wood (cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin), and it can be decomposed by a variety of insects and microorganisms
such as fungi and bacteria (Nicholas and Crawford 2003). As many biological materials, wood is
a hygroscopic material, in other words, it is able to exchange water with its surroundings (Glass
and Zelinka, 2010). In order for degradation to occur on wood, the right conditions must be
given to microorganisms to colonize wood, which include an appropriate range of water, oxygen
and temperature.
Many natural characteristics can affect the strength of wood, such as moisture content
(MC), density and presence of knots. Wood strength is also highly affected by grain direction
(parallel or perpendicular) in which the wood is stressed, due to the anisotropic nature of wood
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(Brémaud et al., 2011). This is different from other homogeneous materials such as concrete or
steel that are also used for structural purposes.
Another big factor that decreases wood strength is degradation. Once in use, either above
ground or underground, and given the proper conditions, decay can occur and as a consequence,
strength properties are reduced.
Because of these unique characteristics of wood, continual improvements on assessment
of the decay effects on wood strength are needed. This research is beneficial to the wood
products industry because it provides more accurate methods to evaluate decay on wood.
Consequently, this research enhances the economic value of wood and leads to wiser use of this
resource. This research aimed to provide a better understanding of how the rate of decay interacts
with the strength properties of southern pine and compares a variety of methods that quantify
levels of decay on wood.
Rationale
Wood is a natural material; consequently, its properties are controlled by various
conditions such as environmental conditions, genetic factors and growth variations. The
knowledge of mechanical properties for structural use is essential for the proper and efficient use
of the material (Panshin and DeZeuw 1980). Periodical assessment of in-service wood is
important due to the deterioration that occurs during the lifespan of a wooden structure. Based on
these inspections, it is possible to determine the extent of the deterioration and predict when
wood members should be replaced or repaired, thus avoiding structural failure (Ross et al. 2006;
White and Ross 2014).
Inspections of wood structures focus on areas that have the highest probability of
deterioration, specifically areas in members that are exposed to moisture intrusion and/or may
2

retain moisture. Typically, these areas are where end grain is exposed, where two or more
members are joined, areas that were gaps in the building envelope, such as windows, doors, roof
valleys, wood trim, chimneys or where water leaks are suspected (Lebow and Anthony, 2015).
Most connections in wood structures are originally designed to minimize tensionperpendicular-to-the grain stresses. Despite best design attempts, the state of stress at
connections in timber structures still often results in stressing the wood in tension perpendicular
to the grain. Knowledge of the effect decay has on tension perpendicular to the grain is needed
especially with the expanding use of mass timber products.
Studies have been conducted to evaluate the effect of decay on physical and mechanical
properties of wood. However, most of the research conducted is focused on investigating the
deterioration effect on the properties of wood parallel to the grain. This project aimed to provide
information to stakeholders in the engineered wood industry, lumber producers, wood products
sales and marketing specialists, and construction material suppliers and users.
Objectives
The objectives of this study were to: (1) investigate the effect brown rot decay has on
tension perpendicular to grain properties of wood; and (2) evaluate the correlation between
various methods to identify the effect of incipient decay and its effect on tensile strength
properties.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Wood is an abundant natural material that is widely used in manufacturing of products,
such as furniture and paper products, and in construction of buildings, bridges, and other structures
(Panshin and De Zeeuw, 1964; Senalik et al., 2014). The strength of wood is unique because
although the material may seem less durable than other building materials by being susceptible to
fire and decay, it has superior strength-to-weight ratio to steel or concrete (Winandy, 1994;
Wiemann, 2021; Ribera, 2020). However, wood is a biological material, and it is susceptible to
fungus, bacteria, insects and marine borers (Lebow and Highley, 2008; Clausen, 2010). These
organisms have a huge impact on wood products. Although these organisms can be detrimental to
homes and forest products, they are good for the environment. They are responsible for the
decomposition of dead trees and may be useful industrial tools, such as the use of fungal enzymes
to break down wood biomass during pulp and paper making processes (Schultz and Nicholas,
2008).
Wood strength is dependent upon the direction of loading relative to the orientation of the
fibers. When oriented parallel to the grain, the fibers have the whole length of the fiber to resist
the stress. When oriented perpendicularly, the fibers are oriented where the width of the fibers
resists the stress.
To improve the use of wood as a construction material, more information related to
mechanical properties and how it can be affected by biodegrading agents is needed (Koehler,
5

1924). The main mechanical properties of wood include modulus of elasticity (MOE) and modulus
of rupture (MOR), compression, tension and shear. However, unlike other materials, wood is an
orthotropic material – having different properties in different directions, and strength properties
correlated to the grain direction. In general, wood is 10-20 times stronger parallel to grain
compared to perpendicular to grain direction (Spencer and Luy, 1975; Kretschmann, 2010).Thus,
strength properties are determined by the relationship to direction of the grain where force is
applied (Koch, 1985a).
There are a variety of different methods that can be used to assess the mechanical properties
of wood, either destructively or nondestructively. (Falk et al., 1990). While destructive testing has
the ability to assess mechanical properties of wood, nondestructive tests (NDT) have the capacity
to quantify physical and mechanical properties without permanently altering the condition of the
wood. NDT is often used to evaluate wood currently in use. NDT methods include such tests as
evaluations of visual characteristics (color), physical tests (vibrational properties), chemical tests
(presence of treatment), and mechanical tests (bending and tension). The method used will depend
on the property being tested and the intended use (Ross, 2015).
Decay Fungi
There are many ways wood can deteriorate and cause a structure to fail. Understanding why
and how wood deteriorates provides the knowledge necessary to develop preservative techniques
to prolong the life of wooden structures (Burdsall, 1991). The effect of degradation on wood
properties will depend on the type of agent that attacks the wood (biological or non-biological
agents). These agents are composed of decay fungi, termites, wood-boring beetles, bacteria and
marine borers (Clausen, 2010). Fungi are a major cause of degradation found in wood. Fungal
decay is a key factor in the carbon cycle but is also the leading cause of wood deterioration in
6

building structures (Panshin and De Zeeuw, 1964). Decay fungi are responsible for considerable
economic damage in wood constructions. Therefore, development of more efficient methods to
evaluate the rate of wood degradation may save millions of dollars in replacement costs (Schmidt,
2006).
The type of fungal growth depends on multiple factors including temperature, oxygen
levels, MC, and food supply. Moisture content is especially important for germination and the
growth of fungus. Most wood destroying fungi are members of Basidiomycete fungal class and
they may be classified by which part of the wood is destroyed (Baker, 1969; Highley and Illman,
1991; Carll and Highley, 1999). In the United States, there are certain regions that have a higher
occurrence of wood decay. Figure 2.1 shows decay hazard zones in the United States indicating
which regions have a higher chance of experiencing wood decay (Kirker et al., 2017).

Figure 2.1

Decay hazard zone map (Kirker et al., 2017)
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Degradation is classified into different stages, where the earliest stage of decay is incipient
decay. This stage is difficult to identify but there can be a significant amount of strength loss with
a weight loss less than 10% (Wilcox, 1978; Winandy and Morrell, 1992; Ibach and Lebow 2014).
After this stage, the hyphae then penetrate the cell wall through pits or boreholes and continues its
growth through the cell cavity and the enzymes of the fungus break down the cell wall as it grows.
This stage can often go unnoticed and can identified under a microscope. Although the wood may
not appear to be altered, the strength of the wood may be affected. As the hyphae extends, the
decay will get to the advanced stage and the degradation will become apparent as the fungi breaks
down the cell walls, altering the strength, appearance and other characteristics. Depending on the
fungi, the wood may appear spongy, stringy, pitted, or have cube-like pieces. The fungi can be so
advanced that there will be hollow areas in the tree or affected wood products (Panshin, 1964).
Brown-rot Fungi
Brown-rot fungi belong to the Basidiomycetes and they attack the cellulose and
hemicellulose leaving behind a modified lignin. The left behind remains are brownish, dry, cubeshaped pieces (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2

Brown rot decay on wood (Goodell at al., 2020).
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Brown-rots attack the cellulose rich S-2 layer of the secondary cell wall often first before
attacking the other layers of the cell wall (Zabel and Morrell, 1992; Shmulsky and Jones, 2019).
The fungi progressively consume the surrounding wood by traveling through the cell lumen. Due
to the high levels of carbohydrates brown-rot fungi will go into the ray cells and axial parenchyma
as an energy source.
Brown-rot decay causes high levels of strength loss and this strength loss can happen at
the early stage of mass loss (ML). The strength loss levels can be up to 70% of modulus of
elasticity (MOE) and modulus of rupture (MOR) in early decay stages (Goodell, 2003). For
brown-rot to grow, a few conditions must be met. Among these conditions, MC in wood is one of
the variables that highly influence the growth of brown-rot decay. More specifically, the MC of
wood must be between 20 to 40%. Additionally, temperatures need to be between 10 to 45°C, and
oxygen and food need to be present (Arantes and Goodell, 2014).
Other Types of Decay Fungi
White-rot fungi also belong to the Basidiomycetes. Nicholas and Crawford (2003) state
that these Basidiomycete fungi preferentially attack wood with a MC% above the fiber saturation
point. Forty to 80% of white rot attacks occur in hardwoods, although many white rots fungi can
also degrade softwoods (Wilcox, 1968). White rot fungi attack the lignin, leaving behind wood
material with a bleached or whitish color. As white rot progresses, it degrades the cell wall from
the lumen outward, making the cell wall much thinner. It is thought that white rot attacks the lumen
and progresses outward because its enzymes can only attack the exposed surface of wood (Goodell,
2003). Wood affected by white rot normally stays the same shape and size and eventually becomes
spongy. These fungi are among the most researched fungi due to their enzymatic abilities to
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enhance pulping procedures, increase the acoustic characteristics in wood and increase wood
preservatives penetration levels (Koch, 1985b; Daniel, 2014).
Soft rot fungi are a member of the Ascomycetes, attacking extremely wet wood (MC above
30%) and degrading much slower than white and brown rot. Soft rots normally degrade the wood
from the surface inward (Schmidt, 2006; Nicholas, 1973). The wood will develop surface checks
and become brown in color in its early stages but as it advances it will become more brittle and
have a weathered appearance (Goodell et al., 2008). Soft rot can affect the wood surface while the
underlaying wood remains still intact (Highley, 1999). The rate of soft rot decay is much slower
than brown rot in softwoods and has a similar rate of white rot decay (Wakeling and Morris, 2014).
Mechanical Properties
Mechanical properties are the expression of wood behavior under an applied force. These
forces can be applied to quantify the amount of stress wood can withstand. Strain is a result of
stress being applied to wood. Wood can withstand a certain amount of stress before strain
(deformity caused by stress) occurs. Modulus of Elasticity (MOE) measures the resistance to the
applied force that wood can withstand and still be able to return to its original form. When stress
begins to pass the point of returning to its original form and the wood fibers start to break, that is
the proportional limit. The amount of stress needed to cause failure is called the modulus of rupture
(MOR) (Svoboda et al., 2017).
The most studied mechanical properties are bending (MOR/MOE), tension, compression,
and shear (Panshin and De Zeeuw,1964). Static bending is measured by a downward load being
applied in the middle of the specimen while it is being supported at both ends; this test is called a
three-point bending test (Desch and Dinwoodie, 1981). As the specimen bends downward, the
bottom half of the specimen is strained in tension, the top half is strained in compression and the
10

area in between is where the wood is strained in shear (Spencer and Luy, 1975). It is a combination
of tension, shear and compression properties. There is a four-point bending test where there is no
shear and pure bending. Tensile strength is the resistance of wood to being pulled apart. This
property is determined by the maximum load required to break at its proportional limit. (Silvester,
1967; Koehler, 1924).
Koehler (1924) defines compression strength as wood's resistance to being crushed. It is
tested by placing a specimen in a machine held at both ends as load increases until the proportional
limit is reached. To determine the compressive strength, the maximum load it withstood prior to
breaking is divided by the cross-sectional area in inches. Compression failure perpendicular to
grain is where the wood fibers are flattened to its elastic limit, while compression failure parallel
to grain is a buckle. It is important to know the compressive strengths for products such as studs
and piles (compression parallel to grain) and railway ties (compression perpendicular to grain) to
prevent structure failure.
Nondestructive Test
The main goal of NDT is to be able to test properties of lumber without damaging it and
altering its intended end use (Ross, 2015). NDT can be done to predict strength (grading) and/or
to determine if the piece of lumber still retains the properties needed to perform its function (end
use evaluation). The difference between grading and end use evaluations is when the test is
performed on the lumber. When using NDT to grade lumber the test is performed before being
used. When using NDT to perform an end use evaluation, the test is performed while in service.
There are a variety of different NDT techniques that are available to predict the strength and
evaluate the performance of the lumber while in use.
11

The oldest and most used NDT technique is visual inspection. In visual inspection, visible
characteristics of the wood are used to evaluate its condition. When visual inspection is used to
evaluate lumber, it is called visual grading. In visual grading, lumber is sorted into different
categories (grades) based on visual characteristics. The category or grade given determines what
the lumber should be used for (Kretschmann et al., 1999; Cheung, 2002). Visual inspection is the
cheapest NDT technique and does not require any equipment. The disadvantage to visual
inspection is that it is subjective and may be less accurate than other methods. While visual
inspection gives qualitative results, other NDT techniques will give quantitative results showing
how much the strength of a wood member has decreased (Franca et al., 2018; Senalik et al., 2020).
The original purpose for researching NDT was to be able to more accurately assess wood
products and be able to apply this information to better use the wood. With the increasing want
and need for these techniques, many different NDT techniques were developed using stress wave,
ultrasonic, and acoustic waves (Senft et al., 1962; Bucur, 1995; Ziegler 1997; Yang et al., 2015;
Ross, 2015).
The first stress wave technique was developed to determine the dynamic MOE (dMOE) on
small clear specimens of a variety of wood products including veneer sheets, particleboards, and
green lumber (Bucur, 1995). A longitudinal stress wave test (Figure 2.3) is generated by an impact
such as hitting the end of a wooden bar. By doing so a compression wave is generated. As the
wave travels through the bar, the wave speed will stay constant, and the movements of the particles
will slow until it comes to complete rest. Using the speed of the stress wave and the density
information of the wood, it is possible to predict static MOE. (Pellerin and Ross, 2002).
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Figure 2.3

Longitudinal stress wave test (Senalik et al., 2020)

Another technique used in NDT is ultrasound (Figure 2.4). This technique is based on
wood elastic properties. The principal wave types are bulk waves and surface waves. They are
identified by the direction of the wave and the particle motion. The measurement of ultrasound is
determined using the time of flight (TOF) and the length of the specimen along with the wave
(Bucur, 1995).

Figure 2.4

Ultrasonic nondestructive test (Ross, 2015)
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High frequency sound waves are emitted at one point by a transmitter and are received at
another point by a receiver. The signal is then sent to a computer to become digitized. The
received wave can show energy, waveform amplitude and frequency content. The speed of the
received wave can show if there is any deformity or decay in the specimen (Patton-Mallory and
DeGroot, 1989; Falk et al., 1990). One receiver may be placed on the same surface to receive
longitudinal and shear waves, and another receiver may be placed on the opposite end to receive
the longitudinal waves radial transmission (Schafer et al., 2001).

14
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CHAPTER III
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Specimen Selection
For this study, a total of 320 specimens of untreated southern yellow pine (SYP)
measuring 0.5” × 0.5” × 11.25” (tangential x radial x longitudinal) were used. The specimens
were cut from nominal 2 × 12 SYP obtained from a local lumber yard. The nominal lumber was
quarter sawn to ensure that the sample grain used for this research was in the perpendicular
direction. Specimens were free of defects, excessive slope-of-grain, resins or other defects, and
no signs of mold, stain, decay fungi or insect damage as these could reduce the strength of the
specimens (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1

Tension perpendicular southern yellow pine specimens
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Mass and Moisture Content
Mass measurements and MC were recorded using two methods: equilibrium moisture
content (EMC) and oven-dried moisture content (MCod). For EMC measurement, specimens
were kept in a room with a controlled temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) until they
reached a constant weight. After NDT tests, samples were oven-dried at 103°C ±2 (MC = 0%)
and mass values were recorded. This data was called initial mass and used for calculation of ML
after the decay test was finalized. Final mass and NDT values were obtained after the exposure
period (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1

Summary of mass and moisture content measurements before and after exposure

Measurements
NDT (pre-exposure)
Initial Mass (pre-exposure)
NDT (post-exposure)
Final Mass (post-exposure)
Destructive Testing (post-exposure)

EMC*
X

MCod**
X

X
X
X

*EMC = equilibrium moisture content
** MCod = moisture content oven dried

Test Beds
The test beds used in this study were similar to the one used in a previous study
conducted by Nicholas and Crawford (2003). The test beds were manufactured using clear
acrylic. The dimensions of each test bed were 58.8 cm long with a 10 cm outside diameter and
wall thickness of 0.5 cm. After test beds were prepared, ten openings were cut into the lateral
sides measured approximately 1.9 cm to allow the specimen to be inserted, and the distance
between each opening was 3.6 cm. On the top of the test beds two openings were cut (25 cm × 7
cm) to allow for oxygen, and addition soil and water.
These holes were bigger than the sample size to allow for easy removal from the test bed
in case any swelling occurred. When inserted into the bed, the ends of each specimen were
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accessible, while the middle portion was within the test bed. Each tube had plastic caps taped to
each end to avoid any loss of soil and water. Figure 3.2 shows the test beds used in the research.

Figure 3.2

Test beds with no soil showing positioning of the specimens within the tube.

Soil Collection
Because in this research natural soil was used instead of pure fungal inoculation, extra
care was taken during soil collection. The soil used in this research was obtained from Sam D.
Hamilton National Wildlife Refuge, Mississippi. It was collected in a site near many hardwoods
and this specific location was chosen to ensure that the soil had the right pH and nutrients to
allow fungal growth.
The soil was dark brown in appearance and roots and other organic matter were present.
The soil was sifted through to remove any undesired material. A pH test was done using a
Mettler Toledo pH meter. The soil pH for the soil used in this research was neutral (pH= 7 ±
0.7).
A water holding capacity (WHC) test was done on the soil to calculate how much water
was needed for each test bed to achieve the soil MC wanted, following the procedures from
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AWPA E10-12 (AWPA, 2020a). Throughout this test, the information of water storage capacity
and how much water can be supplied to specimens while in the environmental chamber was
obtained. The ability for the soil to retain and supply the water to the specimens was important
to calculate how frequently water should be added to the soil to promote fungal activity during
decay test.
The WHC is conducted by placing the soil into a funnel with water. The funnel is placed
under suction for 15 minutes. The soil is put into a pan and weighed for its wet weight (W1). The
soil samples were put into the oven at 220° until a constant weight was achieved (W2). Using the
wet weight, the and the oven dried weight of the soil the water hold capacity percentage is
calculated. The WHC percentage of the soil used for this research was 50% and the amount of
water added per tube was 1.2 L.

Decay Test Setup
Typically for this test, the soil is inoculated with a fungus, but for this study natural soil
was used and the right conditions were maintained in the test beds to ensure brown rot decay had
the potential to spread throughout the chambers. .
After soil was prepared, specimens were inserted through the test beds, soil was added
until the level of the soil was above the specimens, and the middle portion of each specimen was
embedded in the soil. The soil MC was around 29% MC, and this MC level was controlled by
maintaining the initial weight of the tube, soil, samples and water. The MC of the soil was
maintained by weighing the tubes twice a week and refilling with water when needed (Figure
3.3).
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Figure 3.3

Tube set up: (a) adding soil; (b) weighting tube and soil; (c) adding water; (d) tube
with soil, specimens, and water

Specimens were placed into environmentally controlled chambers (Figure 3.4) with T
between 26° and 28° C and RH between 70% and 80%. Specimens were divided into 16
treatments and each treatment group had 20 specimens (2 test beds per group). A total of 15
groups/treatments were subjected to brown-rot decay fungi and the remaining group was used as
the control group (no fungal exposure).
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Figure 3.4

Environmental Chamber with test beds inside

Specimens were divided into three groups: inspected every two weeks until the third
month, then inspected every three months. After nine months, inspections occurred every 2
weeks until the 12th month. The difference in exposure time resulted in a gradient series of
weight and provided sufficient data to differentiate the treatments (Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2

Exposure times for different groups
Group #

Exposure Time (weeks)

1

Control

2

2

3

4

4

6

5

8

6

10

7

12

8

26

9

40

10

42

11

44

12

46

13

48

14

50

15

52

16

53

These cycles were chosen based on results from previous studies (Pellerin et al. 1985;
Ross et al., 1994) where authors observed that NDT evaluation was able to detect decay before
changes in ML. After the exposure time, weight was recorded to calculate ML. Visual evaluation
of specimens followed the procedure of AWPA E23-16 (AWPA, 2020b) shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3
Rating
10
9.5
9
8
7
6
4
0

Visual grading system according to AWPA E23-16 (AWPA, 2020b).
Condition
Sound

Description
No sign or evidence of decay, wood softening, or discoloration
caused by microorganism attack
Trace suspect
Some areas of discoloration and/or softening associated with
superficial microorganism attack
Slight
Decay and wood softening is present. Up to 3% of the crossAttack
sectional area affected
Moderate
Similar to 9, but more extensive attack with 3-10% of crossAttack
sectional area affected
Moderate/severe Sample has between 10-30% of cross-sectional area decayed
Attack
Severe
Sample has between 30-50% of cross-sectional area decayed
Attack
Very Severe
Sample has 50-75% of cross-sectional area decayed
Attack
Failure
Sample has functionally failed. It can either be broken by hand
due to decay or the evaluation probe can penetrate through the
sample.

Nondestructive Testing
To assess wood decay, stress wave speed was used to measure the presence of
degradation within samples. By using the test beds proposed in this study, only the center part of
the samples was in contact with the soil, which allowed NDT tests to be conducted on samples
that had been degraded. To record the NDT data, the Metriguard Model 239A stress wave timer
was used (Figure 3.5). Stress wave time works by a pendulum impacting one side of the sample,
from which a stress wave is generated. On the other side of the sample is a receiver that picks up
the generated stress wave and measures the TOF. NDT measurements were collected before and
after exposure of samples to fungi under EMC conditions as explained in previous section (see
Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.5

NDT measurements: (a) Metriguard test setup; (b) test in progress

Physical and Mechanical Properties
After varying durations of exposure to decay fungi, the samples were removed from the
chamber, cleaned of any mycelium, and conditioned at 70-80 % RH until the samples reached a
constant weight. Weight (g), dimensions (cm), density (kg.m-3) and the failure position of each
sample was recorded at the time of the tensile test. Tension perpendicular to grain tests (Figure
3.6) were conducted based on a modified version of ASTM D-143 (2020).
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Figure 3.6

Modified tension perpendicular to the grain test

Due to the different shape and size of the samples, different clamps were used to prevent
the samples from slipping. The testing was conducted in a conditioning room at a crosshead
speed of 0.127 cm/min, and the distance between grips was 22.9 cm. The MOE in tension (ET)
was obtained using ultimate tensile strength (UTS) graphs taking two points on the most linear
portion and calculated using the equation (3.1).
𝐸𝑡 =

(𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 − 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ) × 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 × (𝑎𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑏𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 )

(3.1)

Statistical Analysis
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to evaluate the ML, MC,
density, TOF and tension data using SAS-GLM procedure (SAS Institute 1998). To identify
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significant differences, a multiple comparison procedure using the Tukey’s studentized range test
was applied (α = 0.05). Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to measure the relationship
between the variables, and this correlation was performed to determine correlation among ML,
MC, density, time of flight initial (TOFi), time of flight final (TOFf), ET and UTS.

Equation
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Wood is a biological, hygroscopic, anisotropic and heterogeneous material, and these
complexities must be considered in to account for the analysis of the data presented in this
study. It is known that wood is weakest in tension-perpendicular-to-the grain, and most wood
structures are designed to minimize tension-perpendicular-to-the grain stresses (Jockwer and
Dietsch, 2018). However, in some situations it is not possible to avoid stressing the wood in
tension perpendicular, for example, when wood beams are loaded perpendicular to grain by
connections.
Because wood is a biomaterial; it can be degraded by a number of microorganisms and
presence of decay has a significant impact on wood strength properties. In this research, it is
believed that brown-rot was the main type of fungi interacting with the wood samples, because it
mainly colonizes softwoods, while white-rot fungi occur mainly on hardwoods (Ibach and
Lebow, 2014). However, in this study decay test was conducted using natural soil instead of pure
culture, presence of other microorganisms must be considered. Presence of other active
microorganisms can be seen in Figure 4.1. Additionally, advanced decay was not expected or
observed.
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Figure 4.1

Presence of yellow slime on samples, a mold that is often found on the surface of
rotten wood and plant debris.

Decay Test
Table 4.1 summarizes the data for ML values and visual rating for samples before and
after being exposed in various periods to brown-rot decay fungi. Based on ML evaluation and
visual observation of specimens, biological activity was present in test tubes. However, the
average ML value found in this study (1.13%) was low.
Groups 11 and 13, which were exposed for 44 and 50 weeks, respectively were
significantly higher in ML (1.64% and 1.70%, respectively), while control and specimens
exposed for 2 and 4 weeks (0.29, 0.46 and 0.64, respectively) were lower in ML compared to the
other groups.
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Table 4.1

Changes in mass loss along groups exposed to brown-rot fungi after various
periods of incubation

Mass Loss Values (%)
Weeks
AVG.
Min.*
Max.*
COV*
Visual rating**
0
0.29 I
0.03
0.60
59.03
10; Sound
2
0.46 I
0.08
0.80
43.75
10; Sound
4
0.64 HI
0.12
1.48
51.84
10; Sound
6
0.72 FG
-0.37
1.38
62.98
10; Sound
8
1.07 DE
0.62
1.60
27.42
10; Sound
10
1.18 CD
0.48
1.77
59.12
10; Sound
12
0.91 EF
0.48
1.30
22.82
10; Sound
26
1.31 BC
1.05
1.64
12.36
10; Sound
40
1.31 BC
0.99
1.60
11.35
10; Sound
42
1.30 BC
0.95
1.91
15.96
10; Sound
44
1.64 A
1.29
2.32
15.32
10; Sound
46
1.34 BC
0.99
1.81
24.43
10; Sound
48
1.36 BC
0.68
3.01
35.55
10; Sound
50
1.70 A
0.77
2.91
37.50
9.9; Sound
52
1.51 AB
1.01
2.16
22.27
9; Slight attack
53
1.35 BC
0.96
1.94
20.30
9; Slight attack
Mean Values (%)
1.13
0.63
0.32
32.62
N/A
*
Averages, minimum and maximum values, and coefficient of variation (%), respectively;
**
AWPA E10-12 (APWA, 2020a)
Averages followed by the same letter do not differ statistically from each other according to
Tukey's test (P > 0.05)
*

The low rates of decay in this study are explained due to the size of specimens, which
were bigger than those used in standardized weight loss tests (E10-12, AWPA 2020a); and use of
natural soil instead of pure fungal culture. Although, based on the results presented in this study,
presence of decay was confirmed (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2

Presence of decay on southern yellow pine samples exposed for 12 weeks

When a pure culture is used, more severe fungi attack occurs than in natural conditions,
because the fungi do not have to compete against other microorganisms. According to Clubbe
(1980), the general sequence for colonization of microorganisms of wood contact with natural
soil is bacteria, stain-fungi, soft-rot and basidiomycetes. Ribera et al. (2020) cites that when
using natural soil for decay tests, extra care needs to be taken with the soil chosen, because the
nutrients present in the soil affect fungi growth.
Zabel and Morrell (2014) list the major requirements for fungal growth in wood, MC,
favorable temperatures, oxygen, and a carbon substrate. In addition to these requirements comes
the added complexity of understanding which specific fungus types are active throughout various
ranges of these critical requirements, and if any of these requirements were only available in
limited quantities.
Several studies have been conducted to understand the influence of soil requirements to
promote decay, and it is known that different soils in different locations will promote different
types of fungi (Nicholas and Crawford, 2003; Brischke et al., 2013; Jurgensen et al., 2003;
Stirling et al., 2016; Neto et al., 2020; Brischke and Alfredsen, 2020; Marais et al., 2020).
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Therefore, soil collection for this study was done carefully to ensure that the soil had the right
nutrients to ensure fungal growth. Additionally, the control of soil MC in this study was
essential, and it was done by weighing the tubes periodically and water was added accordingly.
For visual rating, control groups and groups exposed for 2 to 48 weeks received a visual
rating of 10, which according to the AWPA E23-16 (AWPA, 2020b) is classified as sound.
Specimens exposed for 50 to 53 weeks received a visual rate of 9 and classified as slight attack.
Figure 4.3 shows samples from the control group and samples exposed for 53 weeks.

Figure 4.3

Difference in coloration on samples from: (a) control group; (b) exposed for 53
weeks.

Visual rating was not able to detect differences in decay among groups. The main
difference observed was in color, where areas on samples exposed to decay was visually darker
from control groups. Although visual observation is the easiest and most used method to evaluate
decay of wood in field tests, the results confirm that visual assessment of decay is subjective, and
it is not able to detect early stages of decay (Nicholas and Crawford, 2003)
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The trend in ML for this study is shown in Figure 4.4. A rapid increase in ML was
observed from week 2 to 10. However, from weeks 12 to 42 occurred inconstant gain and loss of
mass. In weeks 42 and 44 two peaks in ML was observed, followed a decrease in ML between
week 52 and 53.

Figure 4.4

Average mass loss changes with exposure periods.

Similar results were found by Curling et al. (2000), where significant weight loss
occurred after 12 weeks on SYP exposed to brown rot decay. A similar trend of increase and
decrease in ML was also found in other studies (Winandy and Morrell, 1993; Yang et al., 2007;
Bari et al., 2020). The gain in ML is explained by inherent characteristic of brown-rots, which
are known for as water-conducting fungi – they have the ability to transport water from the
environment to the wood (Lin et al., 2005). A gain in weight during ML tests is a common
occurrence when using natural, uninoculated soil beds with larger specimen samples due to the
wood samples gaining water (Nicholas and Crawford, 2003).
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Effect of Decay on Moisture Content and Density
Wood is a hygroscopic material, which naturally takes on moisture from the environment.
The understanding of this exchange is key to understanding the behavior of the material,
especially under degradation caused by decay fungi (Glass and Zelinka, 2010).
MC was the most important variable that had to be controlled for brown rot to grow, so
the weights of the test beds were monitored at least twice a week. The overall results for MC
mean values before and after exposure are shown in Table 4.2. A sharp increase occurred in the
overall MC mean values of specimens after exposure period (7.48% and 32.15%, respectively).
Samples exposed for 12 weeks showed statistically higher MC values (64.66%) and specimens
exposed for 46 weeks (11.40%) were statistically lower in MC.
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Table 4.2

Changes in moisture content along groups exposed to brown-rot fungi after various
periods of incubation
Moisture Content (%) – After Exposure

Weeks
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
26
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
53
AVG.*

AVG.

*

9.35 L
29.63 G
38.67 E
36.41 EF
44.36 D
52.10 C
64.66 A
56.48 B
34.56 F
27.12 GH
24.80 HI
11.40 L
23.96 HIJ
17.95 K
21.81 IJ
21.09 JK
32.15

Min.*

Max. *

COV*

7.96
24.17
32.15
9.96
30.17
29.57
45.21
22.07
24.60
23.90
9.91
10.34
20.82
1.51
19.39
18.12
20.62

9.64
34.23
44.67
57.23
60.31
63.00
76.22
63.49
46.75
35.44
33.34
12.59
29.76
19.86
25.46
22.87
39.68

3.70
9.62
8.91
28.29
21.18
18.89
10.07
15.60
16.26
10.39
18.17
6.58
8.96
21.84
6.61
4.71
13.11

*Averages,

minimum and maximum values, and coefficient of variation (%), respectively
Averages followed by the same letter do not differ statistically from each other according to Tukey's test (P > 0.05)

Figure 4.5 shows a trend of initial and final MC levels of specimens. The highest gain in
MC values within groups was observed from the control group to samples exposed for 2 weeks
(from 9.35% to 29.63%). From 4 weeks to 12 weeks, except for week 6, all groups gained MC.
A steady decline in MC happened from weeks 12 to 40 weeks, with a drastic drop on week 46.
Even though there was an increase in MC, the overall trend shows a decline in wood MC due to
fungal activity.
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Figure 4.5

Effect of decay on wood moisture content (%) of southern yellow pine

Although slow decay rates were observed, there was an increase in MC. The increase in
MC is related to early decay, confirming that even with low ML values, degradation happened.
Winandy and Morrell (1993) studied the relationship between incipient decay and strength on
Douglas-fir and found similar trends, where there was increase in MC at the beginning of the
test. The increase in MC levels during the beginning of test can be a reflection of initial
liberation of water-bonding site within carbohydrates combined with utilization of cellulose and
hemicellulose by the fungi. Similar results were observed by Karppanen et al. (2008), where
water adsorption capacity of Scots pine increased with degradation by a brown-rot fungus.
During the first 12 weeks ML and MC followed the same trend, where both increased.
However, as decay rates start to increase, the trend between ML and MC inverts – higher the ML
values, lower the MC levels in wood specimens (Figure 4.6). This trend is highlighted on
specimens exposed for 44 and 46 weeks, where in week 44 samples reached 1.64% of ML –
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statistically higher values in ML (see Table 4.1) – and in week 46 samples reached a statistically
significant lower MC level (11.40%).

Figure 4.6

Effect of decay on mass loss and moisture content of southern yellow pine

According to Stienen et al. (2014), the drastic changes on wood MC are likely due to
fungal transportation of water from external sources, in this case, moisture from the soil. Freewater must be present for decay to happen, and even though chemical analysis were not studied
in this research, changes on the chemical components of wood was occurring and this reflected
as changes in MC levels. According to Cowling (1961), fungi will preferably attack amorphous
zones within cellulose, and they are able to change the chemical composition of wood, resulting
in a loss of crystalline zones in cellulose due to fungal activity. Ge et al. (2016) studied the effect
of brown-rot mechanical properties and chemical composition of poplar. The authors observed
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significant decrease in strength due to degradation of crystalline cellulose caused by brown-rot
decay.
Density was calculated using the OD weight and EMC volume. The change in density
due to fungal attack is shown in Table 4.3. All groups after being exposed to decay showed
lower density values. Samples on weeks 10, 40 and 46 showed significantly higher mean values
compared to the other groups (512 kg.m- 3, 509 kg.m- 3and 507 kg.m- 3, respectively).
Table 4.3

Weeks
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
26
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
53

Changes in density values along groups exposed to brown-rot fungi after various
periods of incubation
Density (kg.m-3) – After Exposure
AVG*
Min.*
Max. *
458 GF
443
592
450 G
441
460
448 G
434
471
481 CDE
438
577
497 ABC
440
542
512 A
442
566
503 AB
431
538
488 BCD
443
536
509 A
495
527
497 ABC
443
519
504 AB
486
514
507 A
496
518
482 CD
427
568
476 CDE
436
567
470 DEF
438
574
463 EFG
445
503

COV*
7.02
1.34
2.26
8.21
5.70
5.68
5.37
7.37
1.56
3.51
1.58
1.25
8.44
11.05
8.65
4.31

*Averages,

minimum and maximum values, and coefficient of variation (%), respectively
Averages followed by the same letter do not differ statistically from each other according to Tukey's test (P > 0.05)

A decrease in wood density occurred from control group to week 4, followed by a steep
increase in density from weeks 4 to 10 (Figure 4.7). It was observed that ML and density were
inversely proportional to each other, where an increase in ML occurred, a decrease in density
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happened and vice versa. It was also observed that there was an increase in both ML and density
from weeks 4 to week 12 and this relationship was steady through week 46. This trend was more
pronounced in weeks 4, 10, 26 48 and 50. A similar trend was found by Reinprecht et al. (2007)
when studying the changes in density profiles of spruce in different stages of decay caused by the
brown-rot fungi and white-rot fungi

Figure 4.7

Effect of decay on mass loss and density (kg.m-3) of southern yellow

Changes in density were highly affected by the variations in MC content caused by decay
(Figure 4.8). Results show that whenever there is an increase in MC levels, a decrease in density
also occurs.
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Figure 4.8

Variation in moisture content (%) and density in southern yellow pine due to decay

Non-destructive Evaluation
Table 4.4 shows the variation in TOF of groups exposed to various decay periods. Time
of flight measures the time needed for a generated stress wave to travel from one transducer to
another. As expected, TOF traveled faster for pre-exposed wood than on decayed wood, and as
decay progressed, TOF increased. Specimens exposed for 50 weeks were statistically significant
higher values in TOF (2382 μs.). The lowest significant values in TOF was observed in weeks 2
and 4 (1939 μs. and 1956 μs.)
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Table 4.4

Weeks
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
26
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
53

Changes in time of flight (μs.) values along groups exposed to brown-rot fungi
after various periods of incubation
Time of Flight (μs.) – After Exposure
AVG*
Min.*
Max. *
1802 H
1649
1960
1939 G
1773
2095
1956 GF
1717
2201
2073 DEFG
1723
2656
2037 DEFG
1756
2600
2147 BCD
1775
2783
2224 BC
1765
2668
2078 DEF
1783
2690
1999 EFG
1730
2355
1969 EFG
1756
2292
1999 EFG
1730
2338
2084 DEF
1750
2369
2098 CDE
1855
2321
2382 A
1859
2716
2277AB
1919
2776
2171BCD
1906
2793

COV*
5.68
5.67
7.12
12.43
11.52
15.27
14.19
13.20
10.12
8.38
9.36
9.50
6.08
10.39
11.10
9.52

*

Averages, minimum and maximum values, and coefficient of variation (%), respectively
Averages followed by the same letter do not differ statistically from each other according to Tukey's test (P > 0.05)

Figure 4.9 shows the difference on initial and final measurements of TOF. The biggest
difference between TOFi and TOFf was found in week 26 (from 1847 μs. to 2878 μs.,
respectively). The difference in TOF mean values before and after exposure evidences presence
of decay during test. Even though TOF mean values between before and after exposure differ,
they followed the same trend. Among all methods tested, TOF was the most consistent method
on evaluating decay.
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Figure 4.9

Variation in time of flight (μs.) in southern yellow pine

Tension Perpendicular
Most failure in the specimens occurred between the grips; however, some tensile
failure occurred near the grip ends (Figure 4. 10). This behavior was also observed by Maeda et
al. (2015), when testing the effect of brown-rot decay in tensile strength of Sitka spruce.

Figure 4.10

Tension failure between grips on decayed specimen
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Table 4.5 summarizes the results for ET and UTS. The ANOVA indicated that
statistically significant differences existed among the different exposure times studied; however,
there were no significant differences between most of the groups. These results show that decay
happened, but it was not enough to significantly affect the ET and UTS mean values among
groups. For ET, control group was statistically higher (385 MPa).

Table 4.5

Tensile values along groups exposed to brown-rot fungi after various periods of
incubation

MOE** tension perpendicular (MPa)
Weeks
AVG.*
Min. * Max. * COV*
24.35
0
385 A
270
491
2
17.32
316 BCD
92
459
4
28.32
331 B
271
448
6
22.53
332 B
191
461
8
17.92
333 B
224
452
10
23.14
282 CDEF
174
394
12
17.78
314 BCD
217
425
26
22.43
310 BCDE
188
431
40
30.94
318 BC
196
413
42
20.08
329 B
231
455
44
22.83
334 B
229
590
46
20.94
324 B
239
513
48
28.44
273 EFG
187
363
50
21.90
237 G
150
494
52
26.77
243 G
103
395
53
20.97
276 DEFG
170
378
AVG*
24.35
309
196
448

Ultimate tensile stress perpendicular (kPa)
AVG.*
Min. * Max. *
COV*
2811 BC 1600
3793
16.41
2458 C
1761
3406
22.97
2726 BC 1501
4251
14.34
2851 BC 1942
4087
17.60
2925 AB 1935
4271
17.84
2877 AB 1732
3828
25.94
2816 BC 2208
3976
21.80
2609 BC 1634
3719
21.69
2689 BC
486
4132
17.37
3261 A
1858
4476
19.32
2782 BC 1839
4083
26.27
2718 BC 1477
3775
19.51
2636 BC 1584
4232
19.27
2963 AB 1493
4351
33.25
2876 AB
892
3898
33.20
2919 AB 1948
4006
17.89
2808
1618
4018
21.54

*

Averages, minimum and maximum values, and coefficient of variation (%), respectively; **Modulus of elasticity
Averages followed by the same letter do not differ statistically from each other according to Tukey's test (P > 0.05)

A significant amount of research has been conducted on evaluating mechanical properties
of southern yellow pine. However, most of the information available is focused on bending MOE
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and MOR, and compression and tension parallel to grain. Therefore, only a few references were
found to compare the results of this research.
The values for ET and UTS found in this research are in accordance with the values found
in the literature. The overall tension MOE values found in this research (309 MPa) are smaller
than the values published by Green and Kretshamnn (1996) for southern yellow pine at 12% MC
(690 MPa). The overall UTS values found in this research for control group was 2811 kPa,
which is inside the range of UTS values for pine (2,100 kPa to 3,200 kPa) published by Glass
and Zelinka (2010).
Figure 4.11 shows the trend in changes for ET and UTS due to decay attack. For UTS,
the loss in strength was steeper from control group to week 2 compared to tension MOE and a
deeper loss in UTS is observed from week 8 to week 10. From weeks 14 to 40, similar to tension
MOE, constant strength values were observed. On weeks 40 to 46, a gain in strength was
observed and the biggest drop in strength was obtained on samples exposed for 46 to 50 weeks.
In the last weeks of the test, a slight gain was observed, but even with this slight gain in strength
during week 53 (1948 kPa), it was lower than the UTS value obtained from the control group
(2811 kPa).
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Figure 4.11

Effect of decay on modulus of elasticity in tension (MPa) and ultimate tensile
stress perpendicular (kPa)

The steep decline in ET and UTS may be a reflection of the strategy of degradation that
brown-rot fungi use. These fungi attack cellulose first and strength properties of wood decayed
by brown-rot decrease quickly, even in the early stages (Ibach and Lebow, 2014). Brown-rot
fungi actively metabolize carbohydrates. These fungi do not have specific enzymes to degrade
lignin, but they have a mechanism that modifies the lignin, leaving behind a modified lignin
residue (Goodell, 2003).
As mentioned in the previous section, MC was affected by fungal activity, and it is
known that changes in MC levels have a direct impact on mechanical properties (Gerhards
1982). The results from this research confirm this trend, which are shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12

Effect of changes in moisture content due to decay on: (a) MOE in tension (MPa);
and (b) ultimate tensile stress perpendicular (kPa

Green and Kretschmann (1996) studied the effect of MC on clear southern yellow pine
properties. A linear was relationship was found between MC and ET and UTS, whereas MC
levels decrease, UTS values increase.
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Comparison of Methods on Evaluation of Decay
In this study ML, MC, density, TOFi, TOFi, ET and UTS were measured to evaluate
which method was able to better explain changes in tension perpendicular to the grain due to
fungal attack (Table 4.6).
Table 4.6

Pearson’s correlations (r) among with mass loss (ML), moisture content (MC),
density, time of flight initial (TOFi), time of flight initial (TOFi), MOEa in tension
(ET) and ultimate tensile stress (UTS)
ML

ML

1

MC
0.20655**
(0.0094)

Density
0.17424**
(0.0291)
0.14917
(0.0622)

TOFi
0.8044**
(0.0004)
0.15562
(0.0516)
0.29382**
(0.0002)

0.20655**
1
(0.0094)
0.17424
0.14917
Density
1
(0.0291)
(0.0622)
0.28044**
0.15562
0.29382**
TOFi
1
(0.0004)
(0.0516)
(0.0002)
0.27752**
0.09779
0.37015**
0.25688**
TOFf
(0.0004)
(0.2230)
(<0.0001)
(0.0012)
0.27859**
0.07763
0.25977**
0.30447**
ET
(0.0004)
(0.3339)
(0.0010)
(0.0001)
-0.21249** -0.27601** -0.31373**
-0.68824**
UTS
(0.0075)
(0.0005)
(<0.0001)
(<0.000)1
a
Modulus of elasticity;
**
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level; p values in parenthesis.
MC

TOFf
0.27752**
(0.0004)
0.09779
(0.2230)
0.37015**
(<0.0001)
0.25688**
(0.0012)
1
0.15330
(0.0553)
-0.09745
(0.2247)

ET
0.27859**
(0.0004)
0.07763
(0.3339)
0.25977**
(0.0010)
0.30447**
(0.0001)
0.15330
(0.0553)
1
-0.22050**
(0.0055)

UTS
-0.21249**
(0.0075)
-0.27601**
(0.0005)
-0.31373**
(<0.0001)
-0.68824**
(<0.0001)
-0.09745
(0.2247)
-0.22050**
(0.0055)
1

Among all variables studied, TOFi showed the highest correlation for both ET and UTS
(0.30447 and -0.68824). A negative correlation was obtained between TOFi and UTS, where the
higher the TOFi lower will be UTS after exposure to decay, which as an expected decay affects
negatively the mechanical properties of wood. However, the correlation trend between TOFi and
ET showed an opposite trend, suggesting that when TOFi increases, ET decreases, and vice versa.
This result confirms that even though decay was present, the amount of degradation was not
enough to differ groups after exposure periods.
Overall, the relationship between TOFi was higher for UTS compared to ET. This is
contradictory to other studies since strength is driven by local properties (e.g. knot or localized
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decay), while wood stiffness is more of global property of the whole wood specimen, which
makes NDT methods more favorable and accurate to predict MOE values than MOR (França et
al., 2020). These results could be attributed to the fact that relationships were calculated using
overall averages. Further investigations using each group should be conducted.
ML and UTS were significantly affected by MC. Several researchers point out the
influence of MC on NDT measurements (Schafer et al., 1998; Walach et al., 2015; Senalik et al.,
2014); however, MC had no significant effect on either TOFi and TOFf. After TOFi, ML
followed by density (0.27859 and 0.25977, respectively) significant correlation with ET. For
UTS, density, MC and ML also showed a significant correlation (-0.31373, -0.27601, and 0.21249 respectively).
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
In this research, the effect of brown-rot decay on the mechanical properties of wood was
assessed by using natural growth instead of inoculation. We believe that using natural soil
instead of pure brown rot fungal culture produced a more comparable evaluation of wood
members as exposure to in-service conditions. Additionally, we suspect this research was able to
compare testing methods in identifying incipient decay from brown rot fungi, a large contributor
to wood degradation in the southern U.S.
Degradation rates were slow, but changes in ML, MC, density, NDT and mechanical
properties confirmed the presence of decay. Early deterioration was not enough to significantly
differentiate ET and UTS of samples exposed to different decay periods; however, degradation
happened and a decrease in strength on wood specimens occurred.
The results of this research confirmed that NDT has the capability to detect early decay
that was otherwise not detected other more traditional measurements such as visual rating and
ML. Fungal activity had a strong effect on MC, as the decay increased MC decreased. MC was
significantly correlated to ML and UTS but did not affect the TOF. ML had a significant
correlation with MC, UTS and ET.
Although decay was not significant enough to affect ET and the UTS, they were
significant correlations with ML. The variation seen in the density can be related to the
modification of chemical components. This modification caused by the fungi can cause an
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increase in strength. In future studies, evaluation of the effect brown-rot decay has on the
chemical components should be included to better understand the effect it has on mechanical
properties. In addition, increasing the exposure time would be useful in evaluating more
advanced decay.
This research promoted more information on the effects decay has on tensile strength of
perpendicular to grain. However, it is important for the forest products industry to expand the
research on decay, its effect on all mechanical properties, and more specifically, on
perpendicular grain direction of wood. The broadened research will result in less wasted
resources and improvements in testing methods for assessing and identifying all stages of decay.
While prices of lumber are rising, it is imperative studies are done to prevent wood products
from being prematurely replaced and preventing structure damage.
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